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Ray Sawyer Deplores
Indifference o f V ets
“ Of the sixteen million veterans
today,” stated Ray Sawyer, Na
tional Commander of the AMVETiS
in his Press Club-IFC sponsored
talk Monday, “twelve million have
apparently been too apathetic to
join any veterans organization.”
After a brief discussion of the is
sues which face America and the
veteran today, Commander Sawyer
decided to turn the meeting into an
informal discussion period because
his audience was so small. One
member of the audience then point
ed out that the smallness of the
group was an excellent example of
the apathy of which Sa"wyer had
spoken.
Members of the local A VC chap
ter, representatives of a Boston
AM VETS chapter and a number of
students entered into lively discus
sions on housing, veteran employ
ment and the FEPC, bonuses,

Library Features Commencement Ball T ax
Student Exhibition To Be Held June 6
Exhibits ranging from an astro
nomical telescope and full-sized
pieces of furniture to paintings, watercolors and articles of needlework
made up an annual exhibition of
student work in the arts, recently
held at Hamilton Smith Library.

monopolies and labor unionl. While
general agreement was reached on
the point that veterans should
awaken
to
the
responsibilities
which go hand in hand with being
a citizen of America, particularly
in the face of the depression which
Commander Sawyer said that econ
omists believed was immenent,
there was some quite violent disa
greement on many of the issues
mentioned. A great deal was said
about what should be the Ameri
can attitude towards Russia, with
the A VC members present advo
cating an “ understand Russia and
compromise” policy, and others
claiming that a firm stand should
be taken in opposition to totali
tarianism in any form. Chairman
Robert Fisk and his Telescope
Sid Dimond was finally forced to
halt this discussion, which showed
The telescope is a 100-power, re
no signs of abating, and closed the
flecting type, made by Robert Fisk
meeting.
at the University Student W ork
shop. Fisk got the idea for the
telescope while still in the army and
took first steps toward its creation
at the air base in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. He spent eight days of
SCM held its last meeting in the spare time in the army cutting out
form of a banquet at the Communi a section of bullet proof glass which
ty House last Friday night. Fol eventually became the mirror for
lowing a delicious dinner, the new his telescope.
A miniature stage set in the ex
officers were installed. New pres
ident is Bob Bowden; new vice- hibit was designed by Ar.thur A.
presidents are Charles Hand and Goldsmith, Jr., of Nashua and exe
Jean Carlisle; next year’s secretary cuted by students in a class in stage
and treasurer will be Ruth Coombs craft. It is an exact replica of the
and Dwight Knox, respectively. set for “ The Royal Family,” a re
New Commission chairmen are cent undergraduate production.
Anne Wiesen of World Related
Approximately 200 items are on
ness, Eugene Watson of Christian exhibition. They cover almost the
Heritage, Charles Cilly of -Social entire field of arts and handicrafts.
Action, and Don Bent of the Skills and arts represented include
Growth of Persons. Following leather carving, copper work, pot
talks by Dick Abell, Dorothy Ste tery, weaving, charcoal and pastel
vens, Louise Belcher, Mary Vir drawing, hand hooking, finger paint
ginia Johnson, Bob Bowden about ing, puppetry, carving and model
SCM and its activities, the one- ling, oil painting, pattern design,
act play, JOHN DOE was pre needlework, costume design, and
sented for the first time on this clothing construction.
campus.
Plans are now being made for a
house party to be held soon after
the close of school.

Dr. Holmes Speaks New SCM Officers
At Honor Convo Installed at Banquet
Dr. Henry W . Holmes, former
ly Dean of the School of Education,
and now Professor of Education at
Harvard University, was guest
speaker at the Honors Convocation
held this afternoon at 2 p.m. in the
Field House.
The program included % academ
ic procession by some of the fac
ulty and all graduating students, an
address by Dean Holmes, and the
presentation of awards by President
Stoke, with the assistance of the
djjans of the University and the
presidents of AW S and Student
Council.
The Honors Convocation is held
each year in order to recognize the
scholastic abilities of certain stu
dents.

Reynolds Head of
’48 Senior Skulls
Senior Skulls last week elected
Lewis Reynolds of Lambda Chi
president to succeed Lambda Chi’s
Alson Brown. Dick Scammon suc
ceeded Jack Mudge as vice-president, Fred Kuss was elected to re
place Jim Doon as secretary, and
Joe Cote took over the treasury
from Phip Thurell.
The Skulls, first senior men’s
honorary society on campus, was
founded in 1909. Dedicated to pro
moting the best interests of NHC,
and later, UNH, the organization
has sponsored many projects of
benefit to the campus and to col
lege athletics. Chief undertaking
this year was the information and
guide bureau the Skulls set up for
the Interscholastic Basketball Tour
nament, a public relations unit for
the University serving the hun
dreds of schoolboys and their fam
ilies who came for the annual sport
iest.
Next year the Skulls hope to re
sume normal activity, replacing
their former project, Annual Songfest (now under sponsorship of IFC
and Pan-Hel), with reactivation of
the colorful, traditional Class Day.
First wild come their Football
Dance, October 4th. They will
continue throughout the year to
play host to visiting atheltic teams.
NOTICE
The 105th Composite Group, Or
ganized Reserve Corps, State of
New Hampshire, will hold a train
ing program in Room 102, Pettee
Hall tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Terriers Victims
Students Requested As Slump Breaks
By CARE for Aid
Today on campus students were
brought face-to-face with the de
mands of a great need in the drive
for money for CARE. On every
side they were met with the familiar
red boxes and a request for money.
It was decided to hold this con
centrated drive for CARE when it
was discovered that although red
boxes have been placed in con
venient spots around town, enough
money has been collected to send
three boxes — as compared to nine
boxes at $15 apiece in two months
last year.
Apparently people have forgot
ten that fellow human beings are
still starving — to say nothing of
being ill-clothed. Just to bring
this back to mind here are .some ex
cerpts of a letter from Hungary.
“The food situation there is des
perate; clothing needs are tremen
dous. Budapest has suffered (with
the rest of Europe) the coldest
winter in twenty-five years. Among
the young adolescents, it is esti
mated that 50% have no winter
overcoats, 15% have no shoes, 10%
have no underwear or linen. On a
two-day trip recently, I saw dozens
of children without shoes. It does
give you a shock to see children
standing barefooted in the mud
when your feet are cold even with
shoes and heavy socks.”
(continued on page 4)

PRICE T H R E E CENTS

The UNH baseball team finally
broke its five game losing streak
last Monday by soundly trouncing
Boston University 3-1 behind the
superb three-hit twirling of Bob
Haller. For a while it looked like
another setback when the visitors
got a run in the top of the second.
With two outs Krupa committed
an error on Foley and Gibson
singled him to second. While
pitcher Snow was batting they
committed a double steal, and af
ter Snow walked, Burby threw the
ball into center field allowing a run
to score.
In the bottom of the second Massucco walked, Dupont ’ singled and
Francoeur sacrificed them both
along. Then McCullough hoisted
a long fly and Massucco waltzed
across with the tieing run. In the
third UNH iced the game when
Bobotas walked and Clark singled.
Then with two outs Art Massucco
hit a long ball into right field off
the outstretched glove of Ryan, the
BU fielder. Before he could re
trieve the ball two runs scored and
Massucco wound up at third with
a resounding triple. From there on
it was a thrilling pitcher’s duel be
tween Snow and Haller, with UNH
blowing a few chances to score in
surance tallies.
Swasey was so happy with the
long awaited win that he gave the
team a day of rest on Tuesday.
Dartmouth
is
on
Wednesday,
(continued on page 3)

The annual Senior Commence
ment Ball will be held June 6, 1947,
at Commons. Arrangements are
now under way for an orchestra
for the formal dance.
The following Seniors are repre
senting the Clasj£ of ’47 in making
the arrangements: Chairman, Enoch
D. Fuller; Refreshments, Jane
Whitney; Orchestra, Lee Albee;
Decorations, Monroe Evans and
Virginia Skinner; Chaperones, Rob
ert Stearns and John Mudge; Pub
licity and Tickets, Ann Thompson
and Paul Willey.
It is expected that many alumni
will be present. In the past the
Senior Prom has been given less at
tention than many of the other
formals. Considering the size of
the graduating class this June, it
is hoped that the Seniors will co
operate in making this one the
highlight of the spring formals.

Sponsor Song Fest
On T-Hall Lawn
A song-fest sponsored by the
sororities and fraternities will be
held tomorrow night on the lawn
in front of T-Hall at 8 p.m. The
last time such an event was present
ed was the spring of 1941, and it is
hoped by the Interfraternity Coun
cil and Pan-Hell that tomorrow’s
affair will re-establish the tradition.
In case of inclement weather, the
program will be held in New
Hampshire Hall.
NOTICE
Senior Banquet will be Friday,
June 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Commons.
Tickets will be placed on sale next
week at the Wildcat and Pharmacy.
Watch for further notices.

C o m m itte e W orks
Illegally; Fails D uty
An Editorial

W e feel that the time has com e for us to speak out against
certain matters which have recently been brought to our atten
tion. W e refer to the balloting which took place last M onday
on the student activity tax and the way in which that ballot
was drafted. W e feel that it is unjust and unfair to all con 
cerned.
The official Rules B ook of the U niversity sets forth certain
definite rules in regard to the tax and Associated Student O r
ganizations itself. It seems to us that these rules have been
flagrantly violated, and that the entire affair has been illegally
conducted. F or the com plete text of the rules, we refer the
reader to the constitution of A S O (A ssociated Student Organizaion), Section 13.9 of the 1946-1947 Rules Book, begin
ning on page 70.
Delegates to the Board of Directors of A S O are to be
elected each year, at a m eeting called by the incumbent Board.
M eetings shall be held at the call of the President of the U ni
versity, the Treasurer of A S O , or on request of four members
of the Board. This Board is com posed of five mem'bers-atlarge, the President of the University or his representative, and
a Treasurer appointed by the President. The New Hampshire
wants to know who constitutes this Board of Directors of ASO
at the present time.
The current handling of the student activity tax arouses
our indignation as much as anything ever has. It has, accord
ing to the most recent Rules Book, been conducted with utter
disregard to any rules which have been laid down for it. W e
quote Section 13.9 of the Rules Book, A rticle 4, Section 2 :
“ There shall be appointed by the President of the
University a com mittee of six, whose duties shall con 
sist of conferring and advising with organizations re
lative to the budgeting and expenditure of monies re
sulting from the collection of the student activity tax,
approving the budgets presented, and making recom 
mendations to the President of the University relative
to the collection and administration o f the student ac
tivity tax.
(continued on page 2)

Dr. Eastman Resigns
Because o f Illness
Under his physician’s orders, Dr.
M. Gale Eastman was recently re
lieved of his post as dean of the
College of Agriculture and director
of the State Agricultural Experi
ment Station.
Dean Eastman is threatened with
a heart condition which makes it
necessary for him to give up admnistrative duties at once. After a
complete rest he hopes to be able
to engage in some part-time re
search activities.
A native of Sanbornton, N. H.,
Dr. Eastman graduated from the
State College of Agriculture in
1913. That year he became the
first county agricultural agent in
the history of the Extension Serv
ice, being located in Sullivan Coun
ty at Newport. From 1914 to 1915
he served as assistant commissioner
of agriculture at Concord under
Commissioner Andrew L. Felker.
He was awarded his master’s degree
at Cornell University in 1916, and
his doctor’s degree in 1931.
In 1918 he returned to Durham
as assistant professor of agronomy,
was made associate professor in
1925 and professor of agricultural
economics in 1929. He assumed the
deanship of the College n 1933 and
the directorship of the experiment
station was added in 1939.
He is the author of many publi
cations, notably “ An Economic
Study of Dairy Farming in Graf
ton County,” “ Roadside Marketing
in New Hampshire,” and, in recent
years, the annual reports of the Ex
periment Station. , Under his lead
ership many important studies of
the agriculture of the state have
been developed by his staff.

The research in dairy husbandry,
horticulture, and agricultural chem
istry has been elaborated in his
regime; a new department of agri
cultural engineering established; and
the research in developing high pro
tein foods from wood waste ini
tiated.
“ Throughout Dean Eastman’s
career,” said President Stoke in an
nouncing the resignation to the
agricultural faculty, “ he has exhi
bited a philosophy of research in
which the ideas of many persons
are brought to bear on a problem to
make sure that all phases are
rounded out and that no essential
factor is omitted. His knowledge
of New Hampshire conditions has
been an authentic rallying point for
our whole agricultural research
program, and his selection of a
capable staff has been sure and ade
quate. We shall greatly miss him
in our administrative councils.”

Advanced Student Recital
Is Last Performance
A special advanced student reci
tal has been announced by the Mu
sic Department for Sunday, May
25, at 8 o’clock in New Hampshire
Hall. This is the final recital in a
series of student performances pre
sented this season.
The concert will feature some of
the students who have done ex
ceptional work during the past year
and will include representative num
bers from the various faculty stu
dios.
The public is cordially invited to
attend. There will be no charge for
admission.

Blue Key Elects
Bryan President
The election of officers of Blue
Key, the Senior men’s honorary
society, was held last Monday eve
ning with John Bryan of A T O be
ing elected president, Warren Dale,
TKP, vice president, and Russ Or
ton, TKE, secretary-treasurer.
Organized in 1921, Blue Key has
returned to campus after an absence
of three years. The society gives
recognition to outstanding men in
the Senior class on purely an hon
orary basis. Members are chosen
on their successful participation in
extra-curricular activities, student
leadership, and satisfactory scholas
tic standings.
Actively, Blue Key sponsors the
Mayoralty Campaigns, Stunt Night,
football rallies, and the annual Car
nival basketball game between Blue
Key members and the girls’ all-star
team. These activities were carried
on this year due mainly to the in
terest and work of the Key’s re
tiring president, Ray Bowles and
secretary, Herman Skofield. The
recently elected members have
plans underway to carry on these
activities with the anticipation that
student participation will be even
greater than in past years.
Other new members include
Hugh Betts, W oody Fraser, How
ard Tilton, Ralph Townsend, Ed
Styrna, Fred Scannell, John At
wood, Tom Cotter, A1 Britton, and
Fred Jervis who is a former mem
ber returned to campus.
NOTICE
Dean Medesy will speak on “ The
Responsibility of Citizenship” at the
final meeting of AVC at 7 p.m. to
night in the Organization Room of
Commons. The meeting is open to
all students.
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Vital Need for Student
Representation on UNH Senate
There have been rumors around campus that the facts of
our campaign story on unlimited cuts were inaccurate.

If this

“ The personnel of the com m ittee shall be as fol
low s :
“ Three mem'bers of the U niversity Faculty, one
of w hom shall be Treasurer of the A ssociated Student
Organizations, to be appointed annually by the Presi
dent of the U niversity.
“ Three undergraduate students, tw o men and one
woman, to be appointed annually by the President of
the U niversity.
“ T he Treasurer of the A ssociated Student O rgani
zations shall serve as chairman of the com m ittee.”
It is a fact that the present Treasurer of ASO was not a
member of the committee which was appointed this year. Fur
thermore, the member organizations of ASO were not aware
that this committee had been appointed. H o w can these mem 
ber organizations submit a 'budget for approval, as certainly
seems necessary if the student body is to vote on the tax de
termined from these budgets, if the official who should be chair
man is not even appointed to the committee? T he only ob 
vious answer is that they cannot. It is on this point that The
New Hampshire questions the legality of the balloting last
Monday.
U nder section 5, the same article and section of the Rules
B ook, provision is made that each mem ber organization shall
cause to be published in The New Hampshire at the beginning
of each year a financial statement, show ing a com plete record
for the preceding year. This has never been done in the his
tory of The New Hampshire, as far as any of our records show.
W e feel that insofar as this affects so many people on cam 
pus, and that it is unfair to them, it needs to be brought to the
atention of our readers. W e feel that that each mem ber or
ganization has been m ost unjustly w ronged and that every stu
dent at this university should hold each m ember o f the com 
mittee directly accountable to the student b od y and the A sso 
ciated Student Organizations for the fiasco that this com m it
tee has made of the student activity tax ballot.

is true, we can only say that lack of cooperation of the adminis

Letter to the Editor

tration, secret meetings of the U niversity Senate, and lack of
publicity concerning Senate activities was responsible.
Shortly a petition will be turned in to Dean Sackett by the
Student Council requesting that a student representative be
present at Senate meetings.

W e feel that this petition should

be given due consideration by the Senate so that students may
know whether or not their problem s are given due attention.
W e as students have no proof that the Senate even considers
student problem s from the students’ point *of view.
The best example for the need of publicity on Senate ac
tivities was the com plete ignorance on campus concerning the
vitally important cut bill.

Where the Liberal Stands

(continued from page 1)

T he first publicity on this bill was

presented by “ The New Hampshre” last week.

T o the Editor:
The editor of the “ Greek W orld”
in the May 15 issue of the New
Hampshire stated his disapproval of
the 150-signature petition needed by
candidates for the Student Activities
Building Committee election and
shook his finger at Student Coun
cil for permitting such an undemo
cratic procedure.
T o rectify a false impression,
this type of petition was suggested
by a Student Council member and
in the form of a motion was voted
on in a joint meeting of the AW S,
Student Council and the temporary
Student Activities Building Com

mittee. The move was carried be
cause it was believed that 150
names represented a more equitable
portion of the present student body
than the 50 names which sufficed
when the school was half its pres
ent size. It was also an attempt to
improve the petition method in gen
eral, which has been found lacking
in many ways; especially in the
case of nomination by petition. The
consensus of opinion at the meeting
was that more interest was required
to obtain 150 names than the usual
50 and that a more efficient com
mittee would be the result.
Barbara Lohn

MUSE-INGS

W e feel that all future Senate activities should receive ad
vance publicity so that the student body may 'know what goes
B y R ik i B u r t
on behind the scenes concerning its own fate. This will at least
The three one-act plays presented verse, by Edna St. Vincent Millay,
give the students a chance to voice their own opinions on pro last Wednesday and Thursday by entitled Aria da Capo.
posed legislation, whether or not the powers-that-be will see the Dramatics Workshop indicated
The style of Aria da Capo makes
clearly that the amateur theatre is it very difficult to direct, and when
fit to take them into consideration.
the theatre “o f the future!” If the
communities of all the amateur
theatres in America are as disinter
ested in drama as is the UNH com
munity, then the amateur theatre
must wait for some time in the “ fu
ture” when the appreciation level
of the communities has been ele
vated.
The first play, directed by Bever
ly Frazee, was a fantasy, in blank
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Sure, you’ve heard the funny
boys. They talk a lot. “ A liberal
with his two feet planted firmly in
the air.” “ Too often merely a way
of speaking.” “ A man willing to
spend somebody else’s money.”
That’s what they say. They’re
mighty tolerant of liberals and want
them to stay around, perhaps as
balance for the rest of the see-saw;
but what it tolerance in their case?
The one virtue remaining to people
who no longer (believe in anything.
And the liberal believes.
His
heart is in the right place. He wants
to do something. With the help of
the funny boys if possible, without
it if necessary, he pitches in and
plants a rose or two in the weedovergrown garden of the world.
Ever smell 'the roses in the morn
ing, when dew is heavy, sun is
high, and all the world is bright
and cool? The roses grow like
magic, given the chance. People
of the everyday want to give them
a chance; but time presses and the
emergencies of daily living are
against the cultivation of luxuries
such as flowers. So from year to
year we suffer slums, the pinched
'faces of children without hope, the
standing hope, the standing armies
that somehow never seem to sit,
the lynched Negroes, the clever lies
of the funny boys who stopped be
ing funny years ago, and the unhap
piness of the innocents who have
no need to die, and do, and never
see the flowers grow after all. The
innocents never own the roses in
the morning; for them there is no
morning.
War is an ugly word, death of
any kind equally as ugly; yet two
out of three deaths in the United
States are preventable, and forty
million lives were lost in this last
war throughout the world. Surely
war is preventable. Psychology
has definitely proven the social at
titude is more innate than the warmaking will. Must we sacrifice
forty million lives on the altar every
time two or three regenrations roll
around?
The liberal says the sacrifice is un
necessary. The liberal says the
way to prevent war is here, and
now, and does not depend on the
millenium. The liberal says slums
are unnecessary. One-third of a
nation does not have to be ill-fed,
ill-clothed, ill-housed. More than
ninety per cent of American fam
ilies do not have to have less than
a thousand dollars in the bank to
cover all emergencies. Negroes do
not have to be lynched. Jews do
not have to live in ghettoes. The

' Oblivious of goodness,
Intent upon gnaintaining life in a
The air is still;
night-mare world,
Hot sun beats down;
That turns away from individual
And man stirs fitfully,
And walks nightly in the fellow
Like a drowsy fly caught in a warm
ship of terror.
ray of sunlight.
The light of knowledge
Oppressive odors smother out the Shining through the transparent
goodness of earth
glass of society
And a few mid-day somnambulists Falls in small diffused patterns on
trudge by.
his mind.
There’s man to consider!
Vernon L. Ingraham
Modern Man!
Man of to-day,
and to-morrow.
Fitfully sleeping.
The sleep of the just,
the brave,
the easy-in-mind?
The unbeliever,
the never-searching,
the content-to-be-as-is.
There he sits
With the wisdom of time
Making as much impression on his
mind as the undulating rhythm of
a priest’s intonation.
Sensitivity to love has fled
Leaving but the bare, raw, savage
7M SORRX MISS. I DON’T CARE IF X)U ARE
smear of ignorance.
'TIMETABLE MABEC WE'RE NEVER ON
Content to exist is he
TIME!!”
Struggling even for that.
C RE ATIO N FO R TH IS?

While They Last!!

FRIDAY, MAY 23

Miss Frazee chose to direct an in
experienced cast in this difficult
play, she could well have been
called “ ambitious.” The perform
ances showed, however, that her
abilities were compatible with her
ambitions.
The sophisticates, Pierrot and
Cilumbine, were played by Jordan
Popkin and Betty Jane Ericson. Mr.
(continued on page 5)

By Harold Orel
vast world of misundestanding be
tween Russia and America can be
shrunk to narrow measure, per
haps eliminated.
The death of a Hindu affects you
in Manchester. The same moon
rises over Vladivostok and Ports
mouth. The liberal knows all this;
he has learned the great truth which
Wendell Willkie discovered as new,
the world is one; and the liberal
wants you, the student of today,
the citizen of tomorrow, to under
stand the organic unity of life. The
truth is inseparable. It hangs to
gether. All links make the chain.
The liberal deals in truth. It is the
only thing he offers and he wants
you to keep it and to share it — for
only by sharing it do you keep it.
“ I’m a little guy,” you say. That’s
what the funny boys say too.
“ There’s no use. W e’re too small.
Nobody cares how I vote or if I
vote at all.” The funny boys see
only the weeds in the garden. They
have forgotten what the roses
smell like. No man is little. No
soul is lost. The shooting star does
not drop out of Heaven. What you
do is important. The influence you
exert is limitless. The word you
speak, the smile you give, the song
you sing, are stones rippling and
spreading to the uttermost corners
of the globe. You affect humanity.
You are never single. You can
never walk alone. You are a mem
ber of the human race. And the
best way to help your family is to
seek the truth; in politics, in art, in
society.
The conservative is content with
what he has; he never seeks. Only
the liberal goes on, restless and as
sured of an eventual triumph great
er than that known by the con
servative. The liberal does not
stand at all. He moves forever
forward. He will plant roses in the
midst of weeds for the sun will rise
and make them sweet with love;
and he will go on and plant more,
and more, and he will never stop.
The liberal wants a peace in our
time, but one not merely of our
time; he wants it for our children’s
children, but not at the cost of our
children’s lives; he knows that true
peace comes only through under
standing, the chamois polishing the
gigantic mirror of truth. He knows
and wants you to know. His fight
is a good one, his planting a real
benefit. Help him in the fight. Help
him dig through the redding earth.
Lift high the leaf and God will make
a sound. There is no end to what
you may accomplish.

Parker 51

Voted the most-wanted pen for graduation..•

with Lust ratoy cap

HEL P Y O U R GRA D U A T E A C H IE V E S U C C E S S
. . . GIVE A PARKER " S I "

• Graduates know they can depend onthe"51” forsmooth,
effortless writing. Writing that requires no pressure . . .
no blotters, either. For this pen writes dry with wet ink!
Gladden your graduate with the gift of a Parker " 5 1 ”
— world’s most-wanted pen. Come in and see our selec
tion. Parker " 5 1 ” Pen with Lustraloy cap . . . $12.50.
With gold-filled cap . . . $15.00. Limited number of
matched Parker " 5 1 ” Pen and Pencil Sets also available.
U fa Z e o d r y u v & i u se #

THE WILDCAT
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TERRIERS LOSE

(continued from page 1)
Springfield on Friday, and B. C.
ends the season on Saturday.
AT LAST!
BO STO N
Nighosiah cf
Ryan rf
Insani If
Falloni 2b
Espanet ss
Mills lb
Foley 3b
Gibson c
Snow p
a Kelly
b Tigh

U N IV E R S IT Y
ab
4
4
3
3
4
4

(1 )

2
4

2

0
1

1
3 24
a Walked for Foley in 9th
b Grounded out for Snow in 9th
N E W H A M P S H IR E (3 )
ab
po
Krupa ss
3
1
2
Bobotas 3b
1
Clark If
3
1
Burby c
4
5
Massucco rf
3
0
Dupont cf
4
6
Francouer 2b
3
3
McCollough lb
10
3
Haller p
0
3

13

W CA NEWS
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Junior Physical Education
Requirement
All junior women are expected
to take the Motor Ability Test in
order to complete their physical
education requirement. The test
will be given in only a few of the
regular Rhythmics Classes because
of ithe staging on the floor. The
schedule follows:
Fri., May 23— 11:00
Mon., May 26—2:00 - 4:00
Tues., May 27— 11:00 - 1:00
Those substituting Softball for
Rhythmics please take notice.
*

28
3
7 27 13
3
BU
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 1
UNH
0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 x— 3
Runs batted in, Massucco (2 ), McCollough;
triple, Massucco; double,
M ills;
stolen
bases, Ryan (3 ), Foley, Gibson; hit batter,
Falloni by Haller; balk, Snow; strike outs,
Haller 4 in 8 innings, Snow 2 in 9 innings;
bases on balls, off Haller (6 ), off Snow
(5 ).
Hits off Snow
(7 ),
Haller
(3 ) ;
earned runs, U N H (3 ), Bostin University
( 0 ) ; double play, Foley, Falloni, Mills and
Gibson; umpires, Roberts; time of game, 2
hours and 15 minutes.

*

*

All Star Tennis and Softball Teams
To Play Jackson
Members of the women’s All Star
Tennis and Softball Teams will
journey to Jackson to compete this
week. Miss Kay Markey, coach of
the Softball Team expects a real
battle, for the UNH girls tied the
Jackson Team last year and were
beaten by them in basketball this
year by only one point. The Ten
nis Team under the direction of
Miss Sally Dunning has had more
experience than the softball players,

U N H ’s own
B IL L O’M E A R A and his

COLLEGE CLUB ORCHESTRA
Opening Saturday, May 24th, at the

YORK BEACH CASINO
U. S. Route 1-A, York Beach, Me. (20 miles from campus)

D ancing 8:00-12:00 p.m.

SODAS

S A N D W IC H E S OF A L L K IN D S

JEW ELRY
COSM ETICS

T E N N IS B A L L S
SU N D A E S

COLLEGE PHARMACY
Burns Block
Open Sunday

1

Durham, N. H.
9-1 - 5-9

‘Character Building’ Year
Ends for Lacrosse Team
Varsity lacrosse ended on last
Saturday when Tufts downed the
Wildcats, 5 to 4, and the Jayvees
pulled through in their encounter,
9 to 5, to down the Jumbo Juniors.
Reeves, Grant, Smith, and Shaw
tallied the four points for the UNH
cause, and late in the last period „n
unsuccessful attempt was made at
a rally as two quick goals were
scored.
Scoring for the J.V. squad was
by Sanborn, Abbott, and Harkaway
with a brace of goals apiece, while
Clark, Bent, and S. Sanborn added
one each. Coach Pepper Martin’s
Junior Varsity team will wind up its
abbreviated season on Saturday
when they engage Phillips-Exeter
Academy at Exeter.
A recapitulation of the six games
this year for the varsity outfit re
veals that they lost all six games,
but two were by narrow margins.
Scores were as follows: Boston
Club 5— UNH 2; Dartmouth 13—
UNH 0; Mass. Inst. Tech. 7—
UNH 4; Harvard 10—UNH 2;
Williams 11— UNH 3; Tufts 5—
UNH 4.
as they have already played one
match this year. The team con
sists of Joan Stevens, Jackie Laing,
Lynn Bates, Ruth Crane and Marge
Douglass. Ellie Smith is serving
as alternate. Last Tuesday they
traveled to Colby Junior College
and played four matches. Joan Ste
vens was the only UNH player to
win her match, though all were
close.
With this experience be
hind them, Miss Dunning expects
they will do better at Jackson this
week.
NOTICE
*
At a recent meeting the Inter
fraternity Council elected the fol
lowing men to office: president,
Palmer Reeves, Kappa Sigma; vice
president, John K. Bryan, A T O ;
secretary, Rusty Orton, T K E ; and
treasurer, Red Davis, Theta Kappa
Phi.
The more the merrier, the fewer
the better cheer.
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G alaxy o f Track and Field Stars
H e re on Friday for N ew jEnglands
Engineers Lose to
’Cat Cindermen
M IT ’s Engineers fell before the
onslaught of the Durham Wildcats
last Saturday a,t Cambridge
hen
they came out on the loosing end
of a 84^2 - 50j4 score in a dual
track meet.
Coach Paul C. Sweet’s tracksters
garnered 11 firsts and seven second
places to control most of the
events. Arthur “ Bobo” Johnson
set a new UNH mark in the shot
put with a beave of 44 ft. 4^2 inches
to better the mark of 43 ft. 11
inches set by Ant Learmonth in
1936.
Veteran runner A1 Haas swept
two first places in the 100 and 220
yard dash, Vern Hall and Si Dunklee turned in their usual perform
ances to win the mile and two-mile
in that order, Ed Styrna swung
back into form to cop the hammer
throw and javelin toss. Burt Cram
notched the discus throw, and Boo
Morcom clinched his triple-event
specialty in the high jump, broad
jump, and pole vault.
F IN A L R E S U L T S :
100-yarcih dash, Haas (U N H ), Barndollar
(U N H ), Worssam ( M I T ) ; time 10 sec.
220-yard dash, Haas
(U N H ),
Ingraham
(M I T ), Sweet ( U N H ); time 22.1 sec.
440-yard dash, Ingraham (M I T ), Sweet
(U N H ), W agner ( M I T ) ; time 50.1 sec.
880-yard run,
Kirchner
(M I T ),
Webb
(U N H ), tie between Lewis (M I T ) and
Kiepper ( U N H ) ; time 2.00.6 min.
One-mile run, Hall (U N H ), Spear (M I T ),
Henze ( M I T ) ; time 4:35,7.
Two-mile run, Dunklee
(U N H ),
Knapp
(M I T ), Jablonski ( M I T ) ; time 9:56.2 min.
220-yard low hurdles, Progoff (M I T ), Barn
dollar (U N H ), Baldwin ( M I T ) ; time 24.6
sec.
120-yard high hurdles,
Prigoff
(M I T ),
Barndollar (U N H ), Baldwin ( M I T ) ; time
15.9 sec.
Javelin, Styrna (U N H ), Gamble (U N H ),
McCutcheon ( U N H ) ; distance, 180 ft. 9
in. »
Pole
vault,
Morcom
(U N H ),
Unuvar
(M I T ), Fletcher ( M I T ) ; height 12 ft. 9 in.
Broad jump,
Morcim
(U N H ),
Barker
(U N H ), Wirssam ( M I T ) ; distance 22 ft
5
in.
High
jump,
Morcom
(U N H ),
Adams
(M I T ), Howitt (M I T ), height 6 ft.
Shot put, Johnson (U N H ), Tupper (U N H ),
Mullen (U N H ), distance 44 ft. 4
in.

y2

lea

W h e n you graduate, you will have one of
Reactivation of the Aviation Cadet program is typical
the finest opportunities to learn to fly ever offered young
of the AAF’s continuing effort to provide selected young
men in peacetime.
men every opportunity to earn advancement. Cadets
The Army Air Forces’ Aviation Cadet Training Pro
who win their wings as today’s pilots will be the same
gram gives you that chance. It cannot be duplicated
kind of men who, in wartime, built and manned the
world’s mightiest air arm.
anywhere at any price. Leader in new things for avia
tion —in jet and rocket propulsion, far-ranging heavy
Make your plans now to get in at the start! By apply
aircraft, improved navigation facilities, and many other
ing immediately after graduation, you can take your
of the latest developments in a fast-moving field —the
qualifying examinations and enter the July 1st class,
AAF can help you begin a brilliant future.
or —if you want a summer vacation —you can take
The Air Forces have reopened Aviation Cadet training
your examinations now and be ready to enter the
to qualified civilians 18 to 26*/2 years of age.
class beginning October 15th. Further in
Men selected for training as pilots under the
formation is available at AAF Bases, U. S.
terms of the program must be single and have
Army Recruiting Stations, local Civil Air
had at least two years of college education, or
Patrol headquarters, or by writing to the
the equivalent, in an accredited institution.
Commanding General, Army Air Forces,
Upon successful completion of the course,
Washington 25. D. C.
graduates will be commissioned Second Lieu
tenants, Army of the United States, and as
IS PEACE POWER
signed to flying duty with the Army Air Forces.
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING SERVICE

T he N ew England Intercollegiate Am ateur A thletic U nion
will hold the 60th annual track and field championships on Fri
day and Saturday at Lew is Field. T w enty colleges and univer
sities represented by more than 300 entrees will com pete for
the coveted laurels which represent the highest achievement
in track in the northeast.
T he N ew Englands were last held here in 1939 and several
marks were set. If the times and distances made this year in
dual meets are any indication, almost all the existing marks are
in danger. T he calibre o f men is far above pre-war standards
due to the interruption of schooling 'by so many men and the
developing of new men with these veterans as models. There
are athletes w ho first com peted in the N .E .’s in 1940 and are
back this year.

Hapless NH Nine
Give Three Away
Up until last Monday’s win over
Boston University, the baseball
news was all bad for the UNH
nine. Losses to Maine, Connec
ticut and Northeastern brought the
losing streak to five in a row.
A week ago Wednesday Maine
came to town and trounced the
Wildcats 6-2 behind the five hit
pitching of 'Stanwood and Preble.
Two errors and a timely single gave
the Bears two in the second, but
the Wildcats clawed back with one
in the third when Stanwood walked
four men in a row. After Preble
replaced 'him the UNH bats were
silent the rest .of the day. White
was pitching pretty well until the
eighth when Maine scored three
times on three singles, a passed
ball, a walk, and a fielder’s choice.
Two errors gave UNH a gift run
in the ninth, but it didn’t phase
Preble who was the winner.
Loses Four-Hitter
On Friday Connecticut and Cha
pin held UNH to six hits and won
the game 4-1 with only four bingles
off Standish and Haller. A single,
a walk, a sacrifice and an infield
out gave the Uconns a tally in the
second, and they iced the contest
in the fifth with two runs when
Standish hit two batters, Chapin
singled and Sorota field deep. Cha
pin lost his shut out in the eighth
when two singles and an error gave
the Wildcats a score.
Northeastern avenged its ,early
season defeat by routing the W ild
cats 7-2 last Saturday. A double
by Bobotas, a walk to ,Sam Clark,
and an error on a grounder by Mas
succo gave UNH two first inning
scores and a 2-0 lead. However,
Northeastern exploded at White’s
expense in the second and scored
five runs when they banged two
triples, a single and the UNH in
field committed a costly error.
UNH slugged Rosato hard in the
late innings and finally knocked
him out in the ninth when they
loaded the bases with none out.
However, relief pitcher Watts
forced the next three UNH batters
to succumb meekly.
The line scores:
Maine
0 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0—6 9 2
UNH
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-^2 5 3
Stanwood, Preble (3) and Miles,
Cherneski (8); White and Burby.
Conn.
.0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0—4 4 3
UNH
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0— 1 6 3
Chapin and Dropo; Standish, Hal
ler (6) and Burby.
Northeastern
0 5 0 0 1 0 0 1 0—7 9 4
UNH
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—2 7 6
Rosato, Watts (9) and Johnson;
White, Beaudin (6) and Massucco,
Marrotte (6).
/
New Hampshire News-Brtaks
Department of Cooperation
Issue of May 15, 1947

The defending champs, Tufts,
will not be as superior as in other
years, but will have a strong run
ning squad, but no depth in the field
events. Rhode Island and Brown
seem to be the schools to beat on
the basis of their successes in dual
meets, but the Wildcats are not to
be discounted.
In a meet of this type, an out
standing competitor from a weak
team might win one event and thus
cut down the possible score of the
larger teams. Regardless of which
school wins, it is expected that no
large score will be run up by any
one school, and the margin of vic
tory will be small.
Among the stars who are sched
uled to run are: Barnhardt of Tufts,
Brooks of Weslyan, and Dwyer of
Brown who have run the century in
less than 10 seconds. Palmieri of
Tufts and Royce Crimmins of
Brown are rated tops in the coun
try in the 220 and quarter-mile with
Coach Paul Sweet’s son Dick, as a
close contender in spite of his lack
of experience. Billingham of B.U.,
Josh Tobey of Brown and Hall of
R.I. are the cream of the halfmilers. The mile which is always
a popular race promises to be down
around 4 minutes 25 seconds with
Woods of B.U. a favorite due to
his two 4:23 miles this spring.
Si Dunklee, the tireless plodder
for the Wildcats in the two-mile
run, will have to chop 20 seconds
off his best time to beat Black of
Rhode Island. Ted Vogel of Tufts,
who runs every long-distance race,
including the grueling marathon,
broke his leg in training and will
not be on hand to defend his twomile crown.
In the hurdles, Alberghini of
Northeastern who showed up very
well 'here a couple of weeks ago,
and Blanche of Bowdoin look like
the main cotnenders, but Daldl of
Rhody might upset the apple cart.
Boo Morcom will bow out of in
tercollegiate jumping with an at
tempt to cop three championship
titles. He is conceded the pole
vault and probably will take the
broad jump, but the high jump will
be a battle from the word “ go”
Boo goes after the scalp of a cer
tain Mr. Phillips of Brown who
edged him in the Brown meet.
Phillips has since done 6 feet four
and a half inches while Boo has
not been forced to his limit.
In the weight events there will
be a mad scramble for the top spots
with as many as six men in one
event who are capable of setting
new marks. Ed Styrna has broken
the jinx that followed him all win
ter and can be expected to garner
some points for the local tribe. Ben
nett of Brown, Marsanskas of
Maine, and Gallogy of Holy Cross
are leading performers of national
fame who will be in action.
The trials in the dashes, hurdles,
middle distances, and some of the
field events, will be held on Friday
and the finals in all events will take
place on Saturday.

“ Meet Your Prof”
PhD, except his thesis which he re
“ Upon their departure, Dr. Towle ceived from Yale in 1933.”
had completed all his work for a
Awfully damned decent of Yale!

M G M RECORDS
KORN KOBBLERS
ZIGGY ELLMAN
ART MOONEY
HAL McINTYRE
HELEN FORREST

BLUE BARON
JIMMY DORSEY
SY OLIVER
ART LUND
KATE SMITH

POPULAR RECORDS
MIDNIGHT MASQUERADE
TH AT’S MY DESIRE
After Graduation Day
The Man Who Paints The Rainbow In The Sky

I BELIEVE
THE EGG AND I

Your Record Headquarters

J. E. LOTHROP PIANO CO.
459 Central Ave.

Dover, N. H.
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The mill cannot grind with the
water that is past.

GREEK WORLD
By Rae Cabrera

FINE FURNITURE
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Since my co-conspirator is not
capable of writing a column after
the bricks that last week’s bouquets
precipitated I will now stick my
own neck out and name a few of
my choices in the Greek World
Male Awards. . . Of course you
understand I found it almost im
possible to limit myself to one man
in each frat, but here goes. . . Al
pha Gamma Rho, . . . Russ Good
win, ATO . . . Johnny Bryan, Theta
Kap . . . Jack Lawson, Theta Chi
. . . Bob Leggett, Kappa Sig . . .
Bill McGovern, Lambda Chi . . .
Don Perkins, PiKA . . . Hank
Kazienko, SAE . . . Sandy Brainerd, Sigma Beta . . . Nat Taft, TKE
. . . Gerry Smith, Phi Alpha . . .
Morris Gozonsky, Phi D U . . .
Paul Braind (Had to put that),
Phi Mu Delt . . . “ W oody” Frazer.
Best all round Fraternity award
goes to Johnny Atwood, Theta
Chi. . . Of course, being a woman,
I do have the privilege of changing
my mind! ! ! PM D ’s week-end
dance was semi-formal with fifty
couples in attendance. Andy Hastngs imported all the way from the
mile high city of Denver. That
should leave Andy mile-high and
dry on this campus. . . Phi D U
moved en masse to the Stardust
last Saturday night to get away
from the campus only to find the
campus there too! It was jammed!
However, the steaks were good,
the gals lovely, and a good time
was had by all. . . “Dimples” Par.
ker of the “Zoo” failed to live p
to her name this •weekend. A lot
of A T O ’s were disappointed. We
hear that ATO’s Turnabout Party
was terrific. The “ gals” were gor
geous. . . New officers of Phi Al
pha are: President, Ralph Paresky
Vice-President, Martin Fleit; Sec
retary, Bill Harkaway; Treasurer
Herb Levingston, and Sgt. at Arms
Alan Rogers. . . ATO ’s “Murph’:
Godfrey has been -spending so much
time at a certain house in Exeter
that the brothers are considering
refunding part of his room rent. .
It is with great pride and joy that
“ Bunny” Stewart of T K E has at
long last got his auto “ Bucket”
dubbed for bolts back on the road.
That frustrated atmosphere at TKE
has been due to Mr. Stewart sans
his a u to m o b ile . . .
Jean Ashton,
Theta U, needs a guide as she can’t
take her eyes off her diamond. The
lucky man is Forrest Perkins,
Hampton, N. H. . . Bob Piper’s

Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave.
Tel. 70

WAITRESSES
Waitresses Wanted for
Summer School
A pp ly at

FOLLAN SBEE’S

Jim

THE Tailor

CLEANING
PRESSING
* REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
44 Main St., Durham

Dewhirst
SHELL
STATION
Corner
Dover and Newmarket Roads

P H O N E 8364

have to grow one, Pipe! . . . Most
accomplished of the Senior fellows
is Ralph Pino, Theta Kap, who can
blow bubbles off the end of his
tongue with the greatest of ease. . .
ATO’s pledges are bowing low to
Freddy Kuss and Johnny Bryan,
the new secretary of Skulls and the
new Prexy of Blue Key, respective
ly. . . AGR was another one of the
frats that had a very successful
semi-formal house dance Saturday.
The brothers were very happy to
welcome back Brother and Mrs.
Jim Williams of Sunderland, Mass.
for the occasion. . . Kappa Sig’s
Terreiice Frost, ’43, is engaged to
Marion Stevenson ’43. . . Alumnus
back visiting Kappa Sig this week
end was Paul Harrison. . . Con
gratulations to George Wulfing of
PDU on his second wedding anni
versary. That needs some explana
tion, George. . . Congratulations to
Joan Tilton of Chi O, the new
prexy of Mortar Board. Sounds
in the night: “ Married men might
have better halves, but single men
have better quarters.” . . . Congrats
to the new officers of IFC: Pres.
Palmer Reeves, Kappa Sig; Vice
Pres. Johnny Bryan, A T O ; Sec’y,
Rusty Orten, T K E ; Treasurer,
Red Davis, Theta Kap. . . A fine
body of men to say the least. . .
Among the new initiates at Alpha
Xi are Dot Duffy, Pat Dickinson,
Rosaline Beckingham Betty Beau
doin, Sulvia Collins, Shirley Cur
rier, Shirley Hoyle, Virginia Holt,
Kay Munton, Tinka Reynolds, Jane
Shaw, Janice Smith, Jeanne Thom-;
as,

Charlotte

Brown,

Eleanor

Pierce. . . Alpha X i is celebrating
a blessed event.
had kittens. . .

The cat has just

The Cauldron

By Verburg and Underwood

On Friday, May 9, an informal
House Dance was held by The
Commons in the Trophy Room at
Commons. Through the efforts of
House President Tex Cleveland
and Social Chairman Dick Rock the
dance was very successful. The
decorations were in harmony with
spring and provided a lively set
ting for the entertainment. Chap
2 Barbers serving you at
erones were the house mother, Mrs.
Liston, Mr. and Mrs. Lockwood,
all times
and Miss Thames.
>
date at PMD liked Blair’s mustache
Gibbs Hall held its last informal
George Diamond, Prop.
and wanted to take it home for a 17. A lavish floral display was ar
remembrance. Looks like you’ll ranged by Steve Dudley as a set
ting for the dance. Smooth music
and soft lights made an enjoyable
atmosphere for the dance. Chap
SCHOOL END CLEARANCE
erones were the house mother, Mrs.
J. Wilson; Mr. and Mrs. A. East
Men’s Shoes Reduced to $6.00
man, house mothers, Mrs. ?L. Cobb
Men’s Saddles Reduced to $7.50
and Mrs. A. Durrance. A corsage
was presented to each of the chap
Also Plenty of Bargains in Women’s Shoes
erones.

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

at

BOB’S SHOE STORE
-

f,........ ..................................................

QUALITY

FOOD

The girls at Schofield House held
house meeting on Tuesday, May
20, to decide what to do with the
balance of their house money. It
was decided to buy an appropriate
w— w j 4
gift for the house. Ice cream and
... “ ;n cake were served at the conclusion
of the meeting.

pT

REASONABLE PRICES
U N IV E R S IT Y

BUS

D II

■

HALL

SER VIC E

MEETS ALL YOUR NEEDS
F IN E ST
BUSSES

LOW EST
R ATES

FREQUENT
SC H ED U L E S

This week’s novelty on campus
is a brand new Hudson super six,
custom built limousine owned by
Edmund Tarbell of Engelhardt.
The novelty is that it was built in
1921 and has been jacked up ever
since. Its previous owner kept it
in storage for 26 years because
“ The Dern thing went too fast!”
Unique features of the machine are
its five window curtains for pri
vacy, a built in ash tray with a
combination poker chip and play
ing card rack, a glass partition sep
arating the front and rear seats,
and an intricate intercommunication
phone between the driver and the
passenger, believe it or not! Oh,
if they only built cars like that now!
New Sociology Club .officers:
President, Judith Friedmen, VicePresident, Joyce Chandler; Secre
tary, Gloria Masters; Treasurer,
Janet Datson.

Storm Observers
Needed in Study
Weathermen across the country
are preparing to study the habits
and characteristics of thunder
storms. The purpose of the project
is to gather new data so that a
more scientific approach may be
made in coping with such weather
phenomena as thunder, lightning,
wind turbulence, icing, rain and
hail.
The Amateur Weathermen of
America are requesting the assist
ance of volunteer observers to re
port on thunderstorms that come
within sight. It is hoped to have
at least one in each community.
Proper forms will be supplied ob
servers. No special instruments are
required.
These amateur - weathermen will
cooperate with -three groups of pro
fessional meteorologists who are
conducting these intensive studies
in three sections of the country.
In Southern Ohio the United
States Weather Bureau and the
University of Chicago will concen
trate their attention on the storms
around Wilmington, just southeast
of Dayton.
New England thunderheads will
be subject to investigation by radar
by the Army Air Forces at the
M IT Meteorological Laboratories
in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
In New Jersey the Signal Corps
at Fort Monmouth and the U. S.
Navy at Lakehurst will conduct a
joint radar s'tudy of all storms in
the Middle Atlantic States.
The reports of the Amateur
Weathermen will materially assist
these projects^ All who would like
to serve as volunteer thunderstorm
observers in their communities are
requested to write Thunder and
Lightning, Amateur Weathermen of
America, The Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia, 3, Pa.

I
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When in the Portsmouth Vicinity visit

HUDDY’S ON THE ROCKS
Serves from 7 a.m. ’till 12 midnight

Drive across the bridge to Kittery, Maine
See the most popular sandwich spot on the coast

■
I

“FROM THE COAST OF MAINE TO THE
COAST OF N. H. - 400 YDS.”

I
1

Take-out orders our specialty

I

Tel. Portsmouth 2322

SUNTAN CHINO
PANTS

SPORT JACKETS
By Nortex Water Repellent
Dark Green and Tan
Elastic Waist Slash Pockets

Full Cut - Finely Tailored
Sizes 30 to 42

$3.95
GREY CHINO
PANTS

$6.75 ($8.95 value)
SUNTAN SHIRTS
Full Cut
U y2 to 17

2 Flap Pockets — Sanforized
Customed Tailored, 14 to 17

$2.95 UP
NAVY
DUNGAREES

$3.75 ($4.50 value)
HAND SEWED
LOAFERS

Sanforized
Sizes 29, *31, 34, 35

Genuine Elk Tanned Leather
Rubber Soles and Heels
Sizes 6 to 12

$5.50

Sanforized

$1.98
T-SHIRTS

($9.50 value)

Long Body
Fine Quality
Sizes, Sm Md Lg

POLO SHIRTS

.Short Sleeves
Blue - Yellows - Tans
Sizes, Sm Md Lg
Irregulars of $1.98 value

79c
FISHING VESTS

All Sizes

15 Pockets

$1.98
FLYRODS

98c
AIRCORPS TYPE
SUNGLASSES

3 Section

9 ft. - 5^2 oz.

NOW $8.95
FOOT LOCKERS
$10.95 T a x Included
NAVY WORK
JUMPERS

58 MM Ground and Polished
Lenses — Gold Plated

W ith case $3.95
($7.95 value)

HAND SEWED
MOCCASINS

Scabbard and,Blade
$1.95
ONLY $4.75
Initiates Ten Men Nesbitt's MICKEY FINN STORE
Sizes 34 to 44

Sizes 4 to 12

Scabbard and Blade announces
the initiation of ten new men into
its honorary military society. These
men are enrolled in the Advanced
RO TC course on campus and be
came members last week. They are
Paul Briand, Dick Burkholder,
John Economopoulos, Frank Farnham, Bob Handy, John Lawson,
Bill McGovern, Bob Paulson, Dan
Sullivan, and Bill Wallace.
These men, all veterans, were
officially welcomed into the society
at an initiation banquet Saturday
night at the Dover Country Club.
Also, Scabbard and Blade has
instituted a scholarship to be giv
en to the second year elementary
student in R O TC who has the best
qualities of scholarship, leadership
and attitude. He will be selected
by an officer from each branch of
the Miiltary Science Department
and the Captain of Scabbard and
Blade.
This scholarship will be
presented at the Honors Convoca
tion.

Opp. City Hall

Dover, N. H.
Mail or phone orders taken
Tel. 2066-W
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Alpha Chi Sigma Elects
New Slate of Officers
Mu chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma
fraternity held a meeting in James
Hall on April 12. A new slate of
officers was elected to hold office
for the ensuing year, as follows:
Master Alchemist, Roland Avery;
Vice Master Alchemist, Paul Abell;
Recorder, Jack Mazeau; and Mas
ter of Ceremonies, Dave Young.
The terms of William T. Brown,
treasurer, and Rick Tibbetts, re
porter, do not expire until next Jan
uary.

- STUDENTS
(continued from page 1)

New Blend! New Taste!
New Freshness!
Made by the revolutionary new
“ 903” moisturizing process.
Beneficial moisture penetrates
every tobacco leaf—gives you
a sm oother, m ilder, better
smoke! Get new Raleigh “ 903”
Cigarettes today.

**0 0 n z z ? "

Those who didn’t have a chance
to contribute and all who want* to
continue giving will find »the red
boxes all around Thanks to those
.students, those stores, Miss Thames
and Mr. Stewart who cooperated so
finely. Starting next Thursday
boxes will once more be in the
dorms for clothes.

:
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BOSTON - MANCHESTER - KEENE
DOVER - BERLIN

Soup.1 6 *t!

AND INTERMEDIATE COMMUNITIES

at

RIDE AND COMPARE

G ra n t’s

FOR TICKETS — SCHEDULES — INFORMATION

COLLEGE PHARMACY
Tel. Durham 165

W HERE W HOLESOM E HOME-COOKED

FOOD HAS BEEN SERVED TO GENERATIONS OF UNH STUDENTS

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, MAY 22, 194?
NOTICE
Blue Circle will hold picnic sup
pers near the Chapel tonight. They
will be free of charge to all mem
bers.

_ nebuoiaonezzar

The Hand-W riting-On The WaIL.
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BenThompsonDay Perpetuates Meet
Memory of UNH Benefactor
By Dorothy Hirsch

DUALTONE
MUFFLERS
Dual Sets and Single Muffles
for all Cars

FRANK’S
MUFFLER SHOP
12 Mill Rd.
Call Durham 97 after 6 p.m.

KITSHOPPE

Your Profs

By F. Douglas Bowles

Any student at the University of
New Hampshire will always re
member T-Hall with its red brick
walls, Gothic tower, and clanging
bell. He passed it several times a
day; there he registered, perhaps
had classes, or was called on the
carpet before the Dean. Yet how
many know anything about its
namesake?
Benjamin Thompson, a descend
ant of one of the old families of the
Great Bay Region, lived his long
(84 years) life in Durham, increased
his fortune by careful investment,
and planned for the gift to the state
of New Hampshire which was to
perpetuate his memory. He was
born on April 22, 1806, and in Feb
ruary, 1856 he made his will, leav
ing practically all his fortune to the
state to set up a college of agricul
ture.
Tuesday, April 22, was officially
Benjamin Thompson Day. At the
first birthday celebration, held as a
part of the Seventy-Fifth Anniver
sary Proceedings in 1941, Professor
Harold Scudder delivered an ad
dress. In 1942 Professor Donald
Babcock
spoke
on
“ Benjamin
Thompson, Essential American.”

scribes his uncle as “ a man of sim
ple tastes, of a quiet disposition
although, when aroused, quite ex
citable; exceedingly frugal and dis
posed to save everything from
waste.” Ben Thompson never mar
ried. He was engaged to a widow
he had courted 24 years before, but
for some reason the engagement
was broken.
Ben Thompson was always
progressive. For a number of years
he gave his hay crop to the support
of the Durham Library association
Once he offered to give his entire
apple crop to the family of a man
who had been killed while working
for the Boston and Maine railroad
All his gifts showed a shrewd plan
ning.
He believed firmly in the use of
sound scientific methods for im
proving agriculture and showed an
active interest in all proposals for
educating young men to become
better farmers. No one besides his
lawyer knew what his will con
tained; he was known as a feeble
eccentric old man whose money
would probably go to his nephews
However, practically all of his mon
ey was left for an “ agricultural
school to be located on my Warner
farm, so-called, and situated in said
Durham, wherein shall be thor
oughly taught, both in the school
room and the field, the theory and
practice of that most useful and
honorable calling.”

A familiar figure on campus
Professor Julio Berzunza originally
from Bilbao, Spain, and of Spanish
Basque descent. He was born there
in 1896 and remained to complete
his education at the College Ele
mental Preparatario, Meridan, Yu
catan. Soon after this he decided
to learn English anS came to the
States where he enrolled at the
University of Oklahoma. He re
ceived his A.B. in 1921 and his
M.A. at the U. of Illinois in 1923
During this time he was beginning
work on Alexander the Great. He
remained at the U. of Illinois
Instructor of Romance Languages
In 1925 he became Instructor of
Spanish and Italian at the U. of
Maine and in 1928 came to UNH
as Asistant Professor in the lan
guage department. Previous to this
he worked as a court interpreter in
New Orleans and Oklahoma.

UNH Vet Reunited
With Wartime "Pal"
Condensed from the
“ Manchester Union”
Albert ,S. Chalek, a UNH sopho
more, recently had a happy reunion
with his wartime buddy, “ Pal,” a
member of the K-9 Corps.
Chalek was assigned to the K-9
Corps at Fort Robinson, Nebraska
when he entered the army in 1944.
He became particularly fond of his
“buddy,” Pal, formerly known as
Brand No. 517, and wrote to Pal’s
family requesting ownership. A
notarized statement from the own
ers folowed and both Pal and
Chalek were separated. Chalek was
discharged and Pal sent on to Fort
Lewis, Washington, where he was
assigned to the 50th Infantry
Scout Dog Platoon.
Since September, Chalek has
spent hours writing various officials
in an effort to have Pal sent home.
A letter to Senator Leverett Salton
stall finally brought results.
“ It seems to me that Pal’s serv
ice has been sufficient,” Chalek
wrote. “ He has served three and
one-half years and deserves the
care and affection my family and I
can give him.”
The request was forwarded by
Senator Saltonstall to the Sxth Ar
my quartermaster and the story of
Pal and his buddy had a happy
ending. The dog was sent to
Aleshire Quartermaster Depot, Fort
Royal, Virginia, dog separation
center, and arrived home last week.
Pal is now happily situated in the
home of Chalek’s aunt in Dover,
where Chalek is living.
Senator Saltonstall has written to
Chalek requesting a photograph of
Chalek and Pal.

In 1930 he became a naturalized
citizen of the U. S. Later he met
and married Mary Dodge, daugh
ter of Prof. Chester E. Dodge of
the College of Technology. She
assisted him in much of his work,
but she died in 1945 leaving him
with only his mother, 72, and his
sister, Dr. Dea Berzunza, both res
idents of Mexico City.
Before his mother moved to Mex
U P T O I8 0 t
Except for a few months of
ico, he made frequent trips to visit
T E N N IS tM
teaching school in 1825, Ben
her in Spain. He intends to visit
ENGLAND VttS
Thompson confined himself to
her every summer in Mexico, which
AtERELY LONG,
work on his father’s farm, which
he says is “ 99% Hispanic in spite
DRAWN-OUT
was deeded to him in 1828. Until
of the proximity to the U.S. and
VOLLEYtNGhis health began to fail, he improved
Indian influences.”
TH E
his farm and devoted himself to in
He feels that his increased weight
‘RENSHJWT
B R O TH E R S
creasing his fortune. He was tall
Thus over 75 years ago, the Uni is a symptom of age, for he was
CHANGED THAT,
and thin with a heavy frame that versity received its initiation from much lighter, but despite his 50
THEY STARTED
gave him the appearance of awk an eccentric farmer who specialized years he still has many interests
POUNDING
wardness. Lucien Thompson de in hay and apples.
THE. B A L L
these are philately, horticulture
BACK(which he used to take quite
riously),
Mayan
linguistics,
highly specialized field, and his
By Mary E. Farmer
FOLLANSBEE’S
favorite hobby, angling. But he is
VIOLENT “WAS
For food that’s definitely
The
Psychology
Club held their
best known for his work in biblio
REACTION TO SUCH
the best,
annual outing at the home of Dr.
UNGENTLEMANLY PLAY
graphy.
Eat at Follansbee’s
Mike and Dial pulled something
‘EVEN LEGISLATION
Carroll in South Berwick, Me., on
He is world renowned for his
like all the rest
WAS PROPOSEDTO STOP n f
May 18. The group enjoyed a pic new out of its bag of tricks last collection of Alexandrian literature
Main St.
Durham, N. H.
Thursday night when it presented and has published a bibliography on
nic supper and games.
The Horticulture Club held their a 45-minute stage show before the this. This work has taken 20 years
last meeting on May 8. New offi Pomona Grange in Somersworth and will be continually supple
cers are: Donald Rice, president; The show, a simulated broadcast, mented as the years pass.
Extra strength for extra etrokkg
Paul McEwen,' vice president; and was well received by an audience of
He posseses a collection of prob
power is built iut« tLe threat*
J. Arthur Tufts III, secretary-treas- 130. Mike and Dialers participat ably 90% of all the Alexandrian
of the “Fiber-Scaled'’ Wright A
ing were Hal Firestone, Grace Mil
urer.
literature in the world. This col
Ditson Davis Cup and the “Fib«*Phi Sigma held its last formal ler, Jayne Williams, Allen War lection is written in more than 85
Red Rubber Soles and Heels
Welded” Spalding Kro-Bat . . .
b u sin ess m e e tin g o f the
year
on rington, Marion MacLane, and Don languages. Outstanding in the col
Clough,
who
presented
selections
both made by Spalding. At jomr
Wednesday, May 14. Officers for
lection is the only known existant
Neolite Soles and Heels
from Gilbert and Sullivan, and
the coming year were installed.
dealer’s.
copy of the first edition of Quintus
Jeanmary
Durant
and
Sid
Di
The last meeting of Opus 45 was
Curtius Rufus’s History of Alexan
All Shoe Polishes
held in the Pine Room of Ballard mond, who gave readings.
der the Great, printed in 1518 at
Mike and Dial ended its broad Strassbourg by Schurer, and edited
Hall on Monday evening at 8:30.
Shoe Brushes
New officers installed were: presi casting year by producing two and annotated by Desiderius Eras
dent, Grace Miller; vice president, transcribed programs. First, an mus.
Eleanor Bickford; treasurer, Elinor adaptation of Poe’s “ The Tell-tale
In addition he has had many ar
Heart” written by Sid Dimond and
Gray; editor, Kenneth Cotton.
-tides published in newspapers and
ROBERT P. ALIE
The Home Ec Club held a joint featuring Hazen Gifford, Henry magazines. He was in charge of
meeting with Phi Upsilon Omicron Mann, Donald Chapman, Bob W eb the Spanish exercises in Hamilton’s
Doctor of Optometry
on May 19. This committee meet ber, Howard Daly, and Ted Page Spanish Grammar and contributed
ing was to discuss flans for a Second, “ Moments From the Light to the Library of Congress exhibit
Hours
450 Central Ave.
Opera,” a quarter-hour of Gilbert
9-12
1:30-5
Dover, N .H .
Christmas Sale next semester.
fl-pfy LamfoatiM
at the Century of Progress in 1933.
and
by
Over Liggett’s Drug
The following officers were elect and Sullivan featuring Grace Mil
Besides his work on Alexander
Appointment
Both m a d s b y Spcdding
Closed W ed.
Tel. 2062
ed recently by Mortar Board: Pres ler, Hal Firestone, Jayne Williams, the Great he has been working on
ident, Joan Tilton; vice president, and Allen Warrington. The pro other research projects, but has had
Eyes examined, prescriptions
Tobia Moscowitz; Secretary, Rachel gram was produced by Frank Blair. to change some of these since the
Two weeks ago this Friday, Mike
filled and prompt service‘ on re
SO LD A T
Burbank; treasurer, Jean Deland;
death of his wife.
and Dial made two important con
pairs of all types.
Editor-Historian, Jeanne Grace.
He is listed in “ W ho’s W ho in
Phi Kappa Phi will h ^ e a meet stitutional changes and elected the the East,” “ W ho’s W ho Among
ing in Conant Hall, Room 207, at following to membership: Brad North American Authors” and
Chase, Don Chapman, Hal Fire
6 Jenkins Court
W ho’s W ho in New England.” In
Durham, N. H. 4:30 p.m. on Monday, May 26.
stone, Dick Gangi, Henry Mann,
addition is a member of the Mod
Ralph Munn, Barbara Nylen, Ted
ern Language Association, and
Page, Philip Shulins, Bud Spencer,
AAUP.
Steve Warner, Shirley Wexler, Bob
He teaches Spanish 1 and 2,
Webber, Roger Carlson, and Dan
Spanish Conversation and Compo
Ziedelis. Mike and Dial’s annual
sition and Spanish American Liter
picnic was held the following day
ature. Since his arrival here 19
AL HAAS
at Wallace Sands.
years ago he has seen “ many
changes and readjustments” and
Tel. Durham 63-M
likes UNH very much. He laughs,
MUSE-INGS
(continued from page 2)
I would not have stayed this long
Apt. B-3 - College Road
Popkin was excellent in many por if I didn’t.”

The "Choosy’s” Choice

CLUB NOTES Three Shows End

Radio Club’s Year

Put ZING

IN YOUR SWING

DURHAM
SHOE REPAIR

THE H A R D W A R E HOUSE

★

TYPEWRITERS
REPAIRED

WARREN’S ★

STARDUST INN
ROUTE 1

KITTERY, ME.

★ Dining
STEAK AND SHORE DINNERS

★ Dancing
Every Night 8-12

No Cover

Open: 4 -12 p. m.

No Minimum

A lso

WARREN’S
(Near the bridge)

FOR STEAK AND SHORE DINNERS
ROUTE 1

KITTERY, ME.

tions of his role, but in places did
not convey sufficiently the air of
being blase.
Miss Ericson was
sophisticated and empty-headed but
could have used her voice better.
Jane Lea Maynard and Lois
Wright, as the shepherds, Corydon
and Thyrsis, were boyishly simple
and excellently played the tragedy
to the death.
Hazen Gifford, assisted by Mar
garet Reid, directed The Valiant, a
play by Hall and Middleman. This
play presents the last minutes in
the life of James Dyke before he is
hanged for murder. It is well-writ
ten and is powerful on any stage
with almost any actors.
Minott Coombs, as James Dyke,
was good but rather inconsistent —
the action was not always suited to
the line and to the implications of
the line.
The third play, Up Jumps The
Devil, was written by
Minott
Coombs. The audience found it
delightful, laughed in the proper
places and applauded at the end —
what more can a writer ask? Vir
ginia Helff directed the play, as-

sisted by Mary Garland and Flor
ence Flint, with good results.
Loraine Moody and Roberta iS
.
I
Thomas gave vivid and lively por
trayals of Adele and Becky, two
high school brats, printing a so
John Grimes, Prop.
cialistic news sheet, tearing down
the school system and getting
Adele’s father into hot water. They
Quality groceries
were abetted by Henry Mann, who
for a snack or a meal
11
played Joe, the hungry, sports lov
ing, woman-hating boy who ran
their printing press.
Fancy Grade “A ” Meats
Adele’s mother and father were
very well done by Lawrence Kilburn and Betsy Howard. Anthony
Morse did an excellent job of play
ing the irate school principle who
storms the Powell “ castle,” and
Charlotte Ackerman played a teach
er, also irate, also storming.

Community Market |

Meader’s
Flower Shop

ROOM AVAILABLE
Suite of rooms for two men
available during summer. Rent
free for six hours’ maintenance
work each man per week.
Cooking privileges. Call 138-

JK.

Flow ers for all occasions
Corsages a specialty
Phone 158
10 Third St.
Dover, N. H.
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Panel Resolutions
Of World Student
Conference Issued
Representing eight different na
tionalities, eighty-four persons reg
istered as delegates to the World
Student Conference which was
held here on April 26-27. Of this
number, there were 58. people from
UNH, 17 Americans from other
colleges in the United States, and
nine students from other countries,
including France, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Greece, Palestine, and
Egypt.
The following reports and reso
lutions were made by the six panels
which were in sesion during the
conference, and were adopted by
the conference.

fering groups to get together, a n d g u id e
these gatherings in discussing c o m m o n i s 
sues.
Panel on The Palestine Question.
R e
port:
Palestinian Claims:
1. Formation of a Jewish state in the
whole of Palestine or in a section of
it.
2. Unrestricted immigration into Pales
tine.
3. Abolishment of land restrictions of
'
Palestine.
Arab Claims:
1. Palestine independence set up for the
people there with the power to choose
their own government.
2. That other nations participate in the
recent immigration crisis.
R e s o l u t io n :

That the British leave Palestine as s o o n
as possible.
Panel on M inority Problems in the United
States. Report: The discussion was mainly
on the American Negro problem because
this is the largest and most important min
ority in the United States. However, the
following five resolutions were set forth as
an attempt to combat ignorance and t o p r o 
mote better understanding in regard t o all
minority groups in the United States.

Panel on International Student Coopera
tion and Education for Democracy.
W h ereas:

D em ocracy

re sts

u pcm

1.

2.

th e

foundation of a responsible and informed
citizenry and upon higher education there
falls a great share of the responsibility o
helping to insure that our citizens are able
to fulfill their responsibilities to our demo
cratic society.
T h e r e f o r e : In order to insure the con
tinued and increased effectiveness of our
universities, we urge: A . That freedom of
expression of individual students, of stu
d e n t bodies and of faculty members be
jealously guarded.
B. That admissions>
students and faculty to colleges and urn
versities should be on the basis o
netence
C. That student organizations
and faculties feel the greatest responsibility
to insure that decisions as to the textbook
used in their universities are not influenced
by special interest groups. D. That pay fo
teachers be in proportion to the importance
of their services, responsibilities and tram
Students throughout the world
are vitally interested m insuring that their
future and that of their children be
a
bright future, a future not desecrated by
war, but enriched by an exchange of their
native cultures and of the ideas an
rsearcn in their respective areas of study.
W h e r e a s : W e believe that student coop
eration both nationally and internationally
is vital for world peace.
T h e r e f o r e : W e urge A . That the Na
tional Student
Organization
participate
fullv in the International Union as Stu
dents. B. That all colleges and universities
should affiliate themselves w/ th
cioate fully in the National Student Or
ganization.
C. That the student body of
the University of New
^
itself witn And participate fully in the JNa
tional Student Organization.
W h e r e a s : W e recognize the United Na
tions as the primary international or*£mz*'
tion working for world peace and for
conditions of a world community.
T herefore:
W e feel that students can
play an important part in preventing an
other war by arousing public opinion in the
United States to the realization of this
m W h ereas:

need.
Panel on Economic and Political Developments in "Europe and Fascist Nations t o 
day. Report: 1. There should be immediate
and large scale aid given to the European
countries on the scale of UNRB.A, but on
a larger scale in order to stabilize and aid
these countries in an effort to stop the rise
of Communism. 2. There should be an in
crease in the exchange student program in
order for the students to gam a mutual un
derstanding of the various social and eco
nomic problems. 3. Spain, due to its pres
ent economic condition is not an immediate
tnreat to the world.
4. Socialism as it
exists in the western European countries
today is not a danger as it is basically
democratic in character and is a stop-gap
until their former
economic
status
achieved.
Panel on Independence
Movem ents
in
Asia.
Report:
In our 'siiscussion o f the freedom move
ments of French Indo-China, the Dutch
East Indies, China, India, and A frica, we
found that the main opposition to the treedom movements in Asia is the result o
the desire of the Western Powers to con
tinue the exploitation of Ear Eastern .Re
sources.
The Western Powers have tried
to justify their suppression of these move
ments on the grounds of Asiatic poverty
factionalism, and lack of industrialization.
Actually, the policy of the W est has been
to raise their own standards of living at
the expense of their Asiatic colonies by
keeping wages at a minimum
substance
level; because of this it is no wonder that
some Asiatics have turned to Communism.
A s an illustration of the W est s contribu
tion to factionalism, we had the Tory British
Government’s fostering of the Hindu-Moslem strife by the communal system of voting, which was so obvious that it was deprecated by Ramsey MacDonald, the form 
er Prime Minister of England, A s to the
lack of industrialization, one of the pri
mary motives of the Western Powers was
the search for markets. Thus it has been
to the interests of these powers to maintain
the status quo. A s long as they continue
their policies along these lines, the excuse
for staying in Asia will remain.
W e examined the present foreign policy
of the United States in view of its impli
cations for Asiatic freedom.
W e found
that some people think that many guerillas
in the hills of Greece are really thorough
going liberals and democrats.
Undoubted
ly there are Communists among them, how
ever, American support of reactionary gov
ernments may well force liberals to accept
Communism.
The bitter experiences of
some Asiatic leaders with Western demo
cracy has turned their sympathies toward
the left. Thus the danger that a further
extension Of the Truman Doctrine might
lead to suppression of these freedom move
ments in the name of a crusade against
Communism.
What can the student do to oppose such
dangerous trends ? A s individuals we must
read and study all shades of thought, find
the facts, and encourage critical and analy
tical reasoning among our associates by
challenging the emotional propaganda spread
in connection ,with important issues of the
day. W e should search for and point out
similarities between races, religious, and
political philosophies as a means of under
standing. W e should devote our time now
to prepare ourselves to take an active role
in national and international affairs when
ever the opportunities arise.
Finally, we
can create and foster opportunities for d if

SCH OO L and OFFICE
SUPPLIES
Stationers
G REETIN G CARDS
and
BOOKS

Concannon and Scripture
Extensive choice of
Father’s Day gifts
15 Daniel St.

R e s o l u t io n s :

Portsmouth, N. H.
Tel. 350

3.

4.

That one day each year should be
set aside in American schools, col
leges, and universities as Equality
day, with literature and other ex
hibits of an informative nature dis
played for the purpose of educating
the public to the achievements of min
ority groups in the United States.
That college and university libraries
subscribe to magazines and newspa
pers of minority groups in order to
acquaint students with their problems
and activities.
That colleges and universities in the
United States form inter-racial com
mittees for better understanding in
those colleges and universities where
racial groups are represented.
This
program could be carried out by the
National Student Organization.
That newspapers, radio stations and
movies depict a more realistic pic
ture of minority groups rather than
the
usual
stereotypes.
This
step
could be backed by private philan
thropic funds and by
the
U nited
States Office of Education.

Reflections
By Joan Phenix
Ten Years Ago Today
An editorial was written entitled
“ Are You a Voter?” This is fully
as applicable and important now as
it was ten years ago.
“ East of the Water Tower” com
mented:
Binoculars are much in evidence
since the girls have started to take
sun baths.
The look on the face of the aver
age student shows that finals are
only a few days away.
Huldah Boerker won considerable
praise for her original piano solo
featured in the University Glee
Club.
The 1938 Granite was off the
press — the first time it had been
released at such an early date.
Jane Woodbury and K. Robert
Manchester were chosen as the
woman and man most representa-

PRESS CLUB MEETING
COMMISSARY CORNER
NOTICE
Milk dividends will be paid
The administration has recently
The Press Club will hold its
from June 1 to June 10 only.
announced additional changes in the
final meeting tonight at 8 p.m.
Please pick up your new
summer school program. These
in the Pine Room, Ballard Hall.
green membership cards.
changes are as follows:
All transactions concerning
Music 33, Music Appreciation,
the commissary will be con
will meet daily from 10:30-12, as
| HAM’S MARKET
ducted at the commissary, Petlisted in the S. S. ■Bulletin, not at
M
. .
tee Hall.
the hour listed in “ The New
$
Meats and Provisions
Hampshire.”
§
Durham 58
Math. 6, students other than sec
German 6, Scientific German, Sec $
ond semester freshmen in Tech ond Session, Daily 10:30-12.
nology, Section A at 8-9 only.
Chem. 3, 4, Lecture at 11-12, not
as given in the S. S. Bulletin.
Biol. 2, (Page 13 of Bulletin) is
in first session as listed as errata on
insert.
DON FEEDS THE BEST FOR THE BEST
German 5, Scientific German,
First Session, Daily 10:30-12.

D O N ’S SNACK LUNCH

tive of the Blue and White.
The Mother’s Day Pageant col
lected a record crowd.
The students voted in favor of a
Student Activity Tax. 98.03% of
the votes were in the affirmative.

OPEN DAILY
1 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Daeris Restaurant
478 Central Avenue
Dover, New Hampshire

BOBBY RIGGS
W ORLD’S PROFESSIONAL
T e n n is C h a m p io n

FRANKLIN
Durham, N. H.

Fri.-Sat.

May 23-24

SINBAD
THE SAILOR
(in technicolor)
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Maureen O’Hara
2nd Show at 8:25
Sun.-Mon.

May 25-26

RAZOR’S EDGE
Tyrone Power
Gene Tierney
2nd Show at 8:55
Tues.-Wed.

May 27-28

THE PERFECT
M A R R IA G E
Lorett.i Young

David Niven

Thurs.-Fri.

May 29-30

ABIE’S IRISH ROSE
Richard Norris
Joanne Dru
Michael Chekhov

Fri.-Sat.

May 23-24

LOVE AND LEARN
Jack Carson

Martha Vickers

Sun.-Tues.

May 25-27

BOOMERANG
Dana Andrews

Jane Wyatt

Wed.-Thurs.

May 28-29

VOTED TOPS
CHESTERFIELD
THE LARGEST SELLING
CIGARETTE
IN A M E R IC A ’S COLLEGES
(BY NATION-WIDE.SURVEY)

2 Big Hits

THAT WAY WITH
WOMEN
Sydney Greenstreet
Martha Vickers

CODE OF THE WEST
James Warren

Debra Allen

STATE THEATRE
Dover, N. H.
Fri.-Sat.

Mky 23-24

Double Feature Program

DICK TRACEY VS.
CUEBALL
Morgan Conway Anne Jeffreys

HOMESTEADERS
OF PARADISE
VALLEY
Alan Lane
Sun.-Tues.

Bobby Blake
May 25-27

ADVENTURES
Deborah Kerr
Wed.-Thurs.

Trever Howard
May 28-29

A YANK IN LONDON
Anna Neagle

Dean Jagger

ALL OVER A M E R I C A — CHE ST ERF 1 E L D IS T O P S !

|
§
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